MicroRNA-based conversion of human fibroblasts into striatal medium spiny neurons.
The ability to generate human neurons of specific subtypes of clinical importance offers experimental platforms that may be instrumental for disease modeling. We recently published a study demonstrating the use of neuronal microRNAs (miRNAs) and transcription factors to directly convert human fibroblasts to a highly enriched population of striatal medium spiny neurons (MSNs), a neuronal subpopulation that has a crucial role in motor control and harbors selective susceptibility to cell death in Huntington's disease. Here we describe a stepwise protocol for the generation of MSNs by direct neuronal conversion of human fibroblasts in 30 d. We provide descriptions of cellular behaviors during reprogramming and crucial steps involved in gene delivery, cell adhesion and culturing conditions that promote cell survival. Our protocol offers a unique approach to combine microRNAs and transcription factors to guide the neuronal conversion of human fibroblasts toward a specific neuronal subtype.